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Decor8 makes your Windows 8 Metro interface and the
lock screen fully customizable, enabling you to personalize
modern UI area by using your own images and colors. With
the help of this application, you can change the look of both
the Start and the lock screen radically, since it enables you
to choose the background picture and the color schemes.
The usage is rather easy and the application comes with a
preview function that allows you to take a peak at the result
before actually applying the modifications. You can use
Decor8 to change the background of the Start and the Lock
Screens, either by using one of the beautiful images that the
application comes with or by selecting an image file from
your computer. Moreover, it enables you to select multiple
images and set it to change the image periodically, at userdefined time intervals. Additionally, the program enables
you to choose how the picture should fit your display.
Stretching the background to fit the screen, centering or
tiling it are some of the available alternatives, while the
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parallax scrolling option moves the background together
with the elements on it. Also, there are some graphic effects
that can be applied to the background image (fade, blur,
color and contrast adjustments), enabling you to further
enhance its appearance. The color scheme can also be
customized and Decor8 can create one for each of your
background pictures. The selected color scheme can also be
applied to the charms bar. Another advantage that the
application brings you is the possibility to set the number of
tile rows that are displayed in the metro UI. By default, the
configuration is automatically adapted to the screen
resolution. Decor8 Description: Decor8 makes your
Windows 8 Metro interface and the lock screen fully
customizable, enabling you to personalize modern UI area
by using your own images and colors. With the help of this
application, you can change the look of both the Start and
the lock screen radically, since it enables you to choose the
background picture and the color schemes. The usage is
rather easy and the application comes with a preview
function that allows you to take a peak at the result before
actually applying the modifications. You can use Decor8 to
change the background of the Start and the Lock Screens,
either by using one of the beautiful images that the
application comes with or by selecting an image file from
your computer. Moreover, it enables you to select multiple
images and set it to change the image periodically, at user2/9
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Decor8 is an application that lets you fully customize your
Windows 8 Lock Screen and Start screen. ZuneTime Time
Tracker is the most complete ZuneTime application,
combining a time tracker, time book and calendar, all in
one. ZuneTime Time Tracker supports most recording types
and time zones. It also has a large number of clock views.
You can specify the date format and the beginning and end
of the workweek for any recording. Export the recordings
in various formats, including CSV, GPX and GPZ. Using
ZuneTime Time Tracker is simple, quick and very easy to
use. You can add as many pages as you want, start time
tracking whenever you like, specify time groups by defining
starting and ending times, then pick specific time intervals
for your time groups. About Us Welcome to the ShareMe.
Shareme is a dedicated internet portal bringing users the
latest shareware & freeware from the world's best Software
Authors. Shareme allows Shareware & Freeware Authors to
submit their latest wares, so you the user are able to
download their latest software updates all the time, after
they are released! Always visit Shareme for your software
needs.The hotel, which was erected in part of the former
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property of Juliano Moreno, is located in the heart of one of
the most prestigious and sought-after neighborhoods in
Buenos Aires. The establishment, as well as the whole
project, was conceived to take advantage of the close
proximity to the Mauricio Macri’s apartment, while the
architectural accent is to give the facade a very
sophisticated and elegant character. The guest house is
currently taking reservations for the coming season, where
owners will arrange private round-trip transfers and private
Chef or guide assistance to their guests in the surrounding
neighborhoods. "We believe this is the right time to launch
this project. It is a beautifully designed property with a
good location. We are offering a high standard of service,
and the idea is to give our guests a stay that combines
comfort with the spirit of adventure. Here in Buenos Aires,
I feel that we can achieve even more," says property owner
Claudio Saul. The project is situated on one of the city’s
most prestigious streets, where the views are over the
famous “Floral Park.” The hotel, which has 78 rooms, is
fitted out with state-of-the-art amenities, such as state-ofthe-art lighting, air conditioning 09e8f5149f
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Decor8 is a revolutionary and personal screen-saver for
Windows 8. The application enables you to change the
background of the Windows 8 lock screen or Start screen
manually, select and install the background images you like,
manage the time of the background picture change, and
enjoy a personal image slideshow in the modern UI. Your
Windows 8 lock screen can be visually customized and
optimized by setting the color schemes you want, changing
the number of tile rows and changing the number of tiles to
make your picture show. Also, with the parallax option you
can speed up or slow down the scrolling. In addition, the
application allows you to choose between two modern
widgets that will host the tiles you like, as well as viewing a
gallery of your pictures organized by categories or
displaying a static picture. The application also includes a
built-in image viewer for different image formats. Key
features: + Change the background of the lock screen or
Start Screen by choosing the image you like or creating your
own. + Install the background images you like and set the
number of rows and the tiles. + Choose the transition
between images and display a sliding image slideshow. +
Customize the number of rows of the tiles using the parallax
option to speed up or slow down the scrolling. + Choose
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between two widgets for displaying the tiles you like and
access your favorite galleries. + View a collection of your
pictures organized by categories or viewing a single image.
+ Use the built-in picture viewer to open images in different
formats. + Test the effects that can be applied to the images
(fade, blur, color adjustments, etc.). + The application can
be set to periodically update the background image. + The
background color can be changed to match your desktop. +
The app runs in the background to display the background
picture you have chosen. + The application is updated
regularly with new features and improvements. If you have
any comments or questions about the application, or you are
facing any technical problems during the usage, please feel
free to contact us.SUMMARY="Interactive Music Store"
DESCRIPTION="De:Re:Mute is an open source software
which offers a Music Store \ (since 0.9.22) and which is
based on libMuse, which is an Music Store frontend \
written in C and which was released under a BSD license in
2006. De:Re:Mute is \ free software which is under GPL
version
What's New in the?

Decor8 is an extension to Windows 8 and allows you to
customize its interface. The application can be used to
change the background of the lock screen, start screen and
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charms bar with only few steps. The application comes with
a visual interface that allows you to choose between pictures
to apply on the lockscreen and the start screen (with one
image for each), or you can even let the application
automatically extract multiple pictures, create a picture slide
show, or use the time to generate a new lock screen, all
based on your personal preference. Furthermore, you can
select how the background of the tiles and the start screen
should fit your current screen resolution and choose
between the different types of tile transitions. The color
schemes that you create can also be applied to the charms
bar. Additionally, the application allows you to choose the
number of rows that are shown in the modern UI, so that
you can easily see it. You can also define the image load
timing, which means that you can set your tiles to update
when the battery is full or when a new notification arrives.
Like any other app for Windows 8, Decor8 is free and easy
to use. The interface was designed to be simple and intuitive
and allow you to change the background picture of the start
and lock screen without spending hours on it. Main features
of Decor8: Change the color schemes on your Windows 8
lockscreen with a few clicks. Change the background color
on your Windows 8 start screen with a few clicks. Visualize
your pictures in either vertical or horizontal slide show.
Select between images or let the application automatically
extract multiple pictures. Set the number of rows to show in
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the modern UI. Choose the images source, or let the
application automatically check your folders for pictures.
Choose whether tiles should be shown in horizontal or
vertical layout. Choose the transition for tiles. Choose the
look for the lock screen background pictures. Choose the
look for the start screen background pictures. Adjust colors
of start and lock screen backgrounds. Adjust colors of
charms bar. Change the number of colors to fit the size of
the lock screen background image. Change the number of
colors to fit the size of the start screen background image.
Change the number of colors to fit the size of the charms
bar background image. Adjust color of charms bar. Perform
transitions on the lock screen background images. Perform
transitions on the
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System Requirements For Decor8:

Reviewing Suggestions: Thanks for your help and
suggestions, the ideas are coming in and we are looking
forward to implementing more of them into the game!
Thanks! Features to Come: Suggestions on what else we can
include in the game (that's currently not implemented).
Suggestions on how to better implement this game to
become the best Virtual Reality game possible. All
Questions and comments from this forum will be answered
as soon as possible. Contact Us: If you have any questions,
suggestions,
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